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Influence of the intramode dispersion on the harmonic 
signal transmission in multimode fiber

MiBCzysiAW Szu stak ow sk i, P io t h . Jach u ra

Institute of Physics, Military Academy of Technology, 00-980 Warszawa, Poland.

The influence of the intramode dispersion on the harmonic signal transmission has 
been examined. Tbe conditions for transmission, taking account of the intramode 
dispersion, have been determined.

1. Introduction

The method of Fourier analysis is commonly used in examination of signa 
transmission due to the orthogonality of the fiber modes for a narrow-band 
source (proved by e.g., VassALO [1]). In this method the change in the shape 
of the signal is described by the formula

P(*) (!)

where pm — excited mode power,
Lm(t) — response to the modulating signal s(t) as a result of the single 

mode transmission (modal response), 
tm — transit time of a LPm. ,

In the literature ([2,3], for instance) it is usually assumed.that the intramode 
dispersion effects leave the transmitted signal undistorted, i.e., that

Lm( t )^ 8 ( t ) .  (2)

In the further part of this paper the transmission conditions are determined 
by analysing the influence of the intramode dispersion on the transmission 
of a sinusoidal signal for which the effects of intramode dispersion are comparable 
with those of intermode dispersion. By the same means the applicability criteria 
of the approximation (2) in general formula (1) describing the signal transmis
sion become established.

2. Modal response to a harmonic signal

The starting point to the calculation of the modal response is the well-known 
formula ([4, 5]) describing the change of the averaged distribution of the squared 
amplitude of the wave (\c2{z, t)\) transmitted by a single mode at the point
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z of a fiber

<|o2|) =  J <?(«>') | J $(<w^co')expi[cof — j}((o)z]dco^dm' (3)
~ oo — oo

where g(o/) — power spectrum of the light source,
8(co — co') — modulating signal spectrum,
< ...) — average of the function describing the random process (stocha

stic function) over the ensamble of random events,
/5 (co) — propagation constant of a mode.

When deriving the formula (3), the main ideas of which are outlined in the 
Appendix, we employ the method of-Fourier analysis illustrated graphically 
in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of mode response examination by using the Fourier analysis
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It is assumed that the signal modulating the amplitude of the optical wave 
carrier is harmonic, i.e., of the form

s(t) =  Sflcos Qt,

the power spectrum of which is expressed by the formula 

8 8
8(a) —a)') = —— <5(co — a)') +  Q) -\---- — 6(a) — co' +  i?),

2  2 ·

(4 )

(4a)

while the spectral power density is expressed by the Gaussian distribution 
arround the central frequency ct>0

,  - , 4 Po r  ( « ' - « o ) 2 l
(6)

where 2 W — spectral bandwidth of the light source,
P 0 — light source power.

After substituting the expressions (5) and (4) into the formula (3) and per
forming the necessary transformations we obtain

<|e2l> =
saPo . sqP o 

2 +  2 ^

°° r 
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(6)
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where Wr\ =  eu' —eu0, 
Wv, =  Si

B  =  p0zW3, p0 

D =  p0zW*, 0,

d3/?
dm3 ?

tt)—0>Q
(7)

The integral occurring in the last formula (6) may be calculated by expres
sing it by the known function

l<c2>l =
8%P0 , 8%P0

exp
r D V  1
L "  1 + B W  J
Vl +  B2n2

cos < 2 Si (t — PoZ) —

Bu3 1 (_  x D2u2 +  Bu\
---------------a tan (BuH— -—3 2 v ' 1 +  B2u2 f (8)

The sinusoidal modulating signal after transition through the lightguide is) 
attenuated and shifted in phase due to intramode dispersion. There exist two par
ticular cases in which a qualitative evaluation of the transmitted bandwidth 
is possible due to intramode dispersion. If the working wavelength is far from 
the point of the first order dispersion vanishing (i.e., B  #  0), the terms contain
ing the parameter B  in formula (6) may be neglected. In such a case the transfer
red band of the signal measured at the 3 dB level of the optical power drop 
amounts to

S i ------ 0,8 (9)
Po*W

In case when the wavelength is close to the point of first order dispersion 
vanishing (i.e., B  ^  0), the transferred bandwidth is

S i ------ 3,9 (10)
p0zw 2

3 . Results o f numerical calculation and final conclusions

Both in the exact formula and in its approximated versions (9) and (10) the 
limiting frequency is described by parameters of intramode dispersion B and D. 
These parameters may be calculated explicitly only for gradient fiber. In such 
case the equation for eigenvalue Kurtz and Streifer method [6] may be trans
formed to the form differentiable explicitly with respect to the frequency

Pz =  ]/h\z2-R V \ t(a+2) (11)
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where

R =
mnaz

3 1
2aB 2 a J

7 ,  =  ( f c ? - ^ ) s 2,

(2o)/(a+2)

here B  — beta function, 
a — fiber radius.

Formulas (7), (8) and (11) and the model of the dispersion material presented 
in the paper [7] were employed to perform numerical calculations of the limi
ting frequencyHmax for transmission as a function of the wavelength (Fig. 2) 
and the spectral bandwidth of the source (Fig. 3).

Fig. .2. Dependence of the limiting Dmax for transmission on tlie wavelength A for modes 
of different orders (a ): a =  2, ZlA/A =  10-2 , z =  1 k m ; and for different parameters of distri
bution (b): m =  1, JA/A =  10-2 , z =  1 km. Calculations have been made for the model 
o f dispersion given in paper [7]

As it follows from Figure 2 in the nonoptimized interval A <, 1.2 gm the in
tramode dispersion effects depend neither on order of the LPm mode nor on 
the distribution parameter a. The limiting frequency is then a slow-varying 
function of the wavelength A and takes the value fimax =  (0.9-4) GHz for 
a LED source of zlA/A ^  10-2, whereas in the optimized interval 1.2 gm % A < 1.4 
gm a distinct increase of the limiting frequency value J2max is observed which 
reaches its maximum within the limits (50-200) GHz in the surrounding of 
A ^  1.3 |xm. Simultaneously, in the optimized interval a strong dependence of 
Dm«·, on the total mode number m takes place (Fig. 2a).

The dependence of Qmax on the distribution parameter a is so small that in 
calculations of the intramode dispersion in the gradient lightguide the given
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distribution may be replaced by a parabolic distribution. In general, the limiting 
frequency is reversely proportional to the spectral width 2W of the source, 
which is indicated by the behaviour of the invariant (Fig. 3). In the
close surrounding of zero for the first order dispersion (approximately |A-Aopt| 
< 0.02) the product £2mexW2 according to (10) becomes an invariant. The fre
quency restrictions of the intramode dispersion being already known it may be 
compared with the value of similar restrictions valid for intermode dispersion.

Fig. 3. The graph of the limiting frequency £ max o f transmission as a function of spectral 
width AXjX o f the light source for the optimized (a) and unoptimized (b) wavelength. In the 
upper part the invariant iimaxW  is presented

For this purpose the numerical calculations of the minimal value of the rms 
pulse broadening (5^, based on the theory of intermode dispersion [8], have 
been performed. This broadening corresponds approximately to the transmission 
band

-Qmax ^  20 GHz-km.

Moreover, when assuming the optimization criterion d <; dmin the following 
admissible deviation of the parameter from the optimal distribution aopt is 
obtained

|a — aopt| <  0.02.

By comparing the above results with those obtained by similar calculations 
performed for intramode dispersion in Figs. 2 and 3 the following final conclu
sion may be formulated:

If the signal transmission is realized under the following conditions:
— optimized lightguide |a — aopt|< 0.02,
— nonoptimized wavelength A < 1 .2  pm,
— broadband light source AXjX >  10“ 3,
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then the intramode dispersion restricts the transmission band to a higher degree 
than the intermode dispersion. The above conditions determine simultaneously 
the limits of applicability of the approximated formula (2).

The amplitude of the signal c(z ,t) in an arbitrary point z along the fiber axis is 
expressed by the formula

where R(a>) — spectrum of the exit signal.
The exit signal spectrum R(m) is equal to the correlation of the modulating 

signal spectrum 8(co) and the light source spectrum F(a>), i.e.

For a quasi-monochromatic light source the light generation is a stochastic 
process. Assume that it is a stationary process, i.e., that the random variable 
f(t )  averaged over the ensamble <(/(<)> is equal to zero. Since the averaging of 
the signal amplitude (over the ensemble of realization of the function/(i)) would 
give zero as well, an averaged squared amplitude <|c2(»,i)|> should be consi
dered.

On the base of (A l) and (A2) the averaged squared amplitude is expressed 
by the following formula

In the accordance with the ergodic hypothesis the averaged correlation of 
the light spectrum <F(cd')F*(^')> may be expressed by the power density 
spectrum

R(u) =  <A(i)J*(<+4t)> -  autocorrelation function of the slow-varying 
amplitude of the light source (Fig. 2).

Appendix

00

c(z, t) =  J  B(ft))expi[ft>t — p(co)s]da) (Al)
—  00

00

R((o) =  J F(u)8((o — u)du. (A2)
— 00

ou <

<|c2(z, f)> =  | J f f f  8 (m-co')8*
oo

— oo
— [f}(a>) — f}((i)~iz}\dcod(o'd(j,d(i'. (A3)

<J»(®')F*(^)> =p(e>') * ( « » ' - / ) · (A4)
OO

—  oo

(A5)
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By taking account of the Eqs. (A4) and (A5) the formula (A3) may by 
transformed to the form

<|c2(z,<)|> = | /J f  g (<a') S (a) —co')S*{/i — (o) expi {(со—ft)t 

— [ß(co) — ß(/i)]z}\ dco'dwd/i.
(A6)

The power density gr(co') is a real function which follows from (A5) and the 
symmetry of the autocorrelation function.

Taking this into account the formula (A6) may be transformed to the form 
expressed by formula (3).
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Влияние внутримодовой дисперсии на трансмиссию гармонического сигнала а 
в многомодовом световоде

Исследовано влияние внутримодовой дисперсии на трансмиссию гармонического сигнала в мно
гомодовом световоде. В заключении определены условия трансмиссии, в которых необходимо 
учесть эффекты внутримодовой дисперсии.
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